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Getting your hippo comfortable  
1 step to get you hippo started do you have a huge garden if you 
live by a river or dam your done. If you don't have a river or dam 
here's how to get started you need a huge garden. Now dig a big 
hole that's big and deep. Then fill it up with water or put your hose 
pipe in the big hole and put on the tap. Now if you have grass and 
plants your also very lucky. interesting fact that's what hippos eat 
during the day. Make sure you have trees because hippos also 
need shade and sun.you should also have a wall between your 
neighbours or you will have some big problems. Let's go on to our 
second step. 

What to feed your hippo...............
Are you wondering  what hippos eat we'll listen to this  hippos 
are herbivores. Hippos eat grass,plants,some 
water,fruit,meat,,leaves,bark,apples,various melon,pears,fish 
and vegetables.Did you know that hippos eat during the night 
because their highly active in the night and not in the day they 
are lazy during the day. Hippos eat in the water and also they 
eat on land. Some times hippos fight over food also did you 
know that male hippos sometimes hippos eat crocodiles when 
there's no source.



Interesting facts about hippos
Interesting facts about a hippo. Did you know male hippos eat baby 
hippos some times and attack them. Did you know that the name 
hippopotamus came from the ancients Greek river horse.also did you 
know adult hippos need to resurface every 3 5 minuets to breathe they 
also only territorial while in the water. Hippos give birth to little ones in 
the water and some times on land. Hippos will travel on land for up to 
10km to feed. Hippos weigh up to 3,200 kg and that's a lot they spend 4 
to 5 hours and grazing,and can eat up to 68 kilograms of grass each 
night.Did you know hippos are afraid of Gustave the Nile crocodile they 
are also afraid of lion prides and elephants.(picture at the bottom is of 
the Nile crocodile)

Where dose your hippo sleep......
Now are you wondering where dose your hippo sleep 
listen to this's. Your hippo should sleep outside its best 
for the animal. Not in your bed that would be weary 
hippos sleep under water some times at night. Hippos 
don't usually sleep at night but in the day they normally 
spend most of the day in the water. At night they come 
on to land and graze on the grass. You should also 
feed them at nigh because they eat at night in the wild.



Taking your hippo for a walk and exercise 
for your hippo

Your hippo should get energy by exercising and 
taking walks. Hippos should swim and walk every day 
it's good for them. Hippos need fresh air each day 
keep them out side and not in cages it's bad for them. 
Hippos need to walk and run every day they need to 
stay fit and healthy. Take them for a walk in the park 
that's good for them or on a field is also good for 
them. Play fetch with your hippo or throw things for it 
to go and fetch.

How to keep you hippo healthy..............
You should keep your hippo fit every day and 
walk it every day. Your hippo should swim every 
day lye in the sun and relax. It also needs the 
right food every day like grass and water. Make 
sure your hippos run and walks each day and 
stays happy. Your hippo should get love and 
attention each day. Give your hippo shade and 
sun and have a mud bath for it to cool off. Make 
sure there's a lot of space for your hippo.Your 
hippo should love you for all you do for it.



Thank you for 
reading this




